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About This Game

Vector Assault is a fast paced twin stick shooter where you have to survive a onslaught of enemy attackers.
The more enemies you defeat the higher your score will become.

Try to achieve the highest score possible across multiple game modes, and levels.

Game Features:
- Four Game Modes

- Arcade
- Survival

- Weapon Trial
- Time Trial

- 9 Stages
- Multiple Power-ups
- 3 Playerable Ships

- Challenges/Achievements
- Online Leaderboards

- Xbox One Controller Support
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Title: Vector Assault
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Wizbyte Games
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2015
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Love it ?
Of course !!. W:R's multiplayer is broken, and its enjoyment factor is upped through multiple players (as some of these
reviewers have already pointed out). Maybe after an update I could recommend this game, but otherwise it's just another
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665y indie rpg trying to replicate the SNES "glory days." Secret of Mana was fun because you
could two-player or multitap it--the fun was lessened exponentially in single player. Strictly hack-and-slash gameplay of Mana
(and W:R) becomes quickly tedious in single player. Play Hammerwatch instead.. Note to myself : Don't play this kind of game
at night, even if it's for a spooky atmosphere.. I may not have much time on this game, but this game is a beautiful piece of
work. :). After playing for 3 hours with no problems it now soes not show the entire picture, especially the bottom which I need,
. lt;333333 I love this game
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i love you white male. Was cool.wish i could play the game in vr. This product is useless, I bought it as PlayClaw was suposed to
be supported with Ambibox (Ambibox allows me to use my Ambilights with videogames).

I contacted the support and was first told:
"Unfortunately, PlayClaw 5 doesn't support Ambibox."

When I asked for a refund I received the following:
"Previous versions of PlayClaw did this (even in trial mode), current version doesn't support Ambibox.
We do not claim Ambibox support as feature for current version."

As it turns out, this software is useless for my usecase and I can't get a refund trough steam because PlayClaw was running in the
background for the past few days and as such I have 10 hours of use, which is more than 2 hours of usage from the steam
policy.

I don't recommend PlayClaw because:

Constantly shows as running in Steam for your friends (When PlayClaw runs in the background).

Doesn't support Ambibox anymore.

Support team doesn't help to find a solution and doesn't provide refunds.

There are free alternatives for recording (e.g. recording functionality build into Windows 10 creators update, the AMD
and Nvidia drivers and MSI Afterburner)

. Be advised, Braid, Bridge, 8bitboy, and Schein all have performance issues with windows 8.

Anyway, this is a game I should be enjoying, but for some reason it's not. Windows 8 may be one reason but I think there is
more to it than that.

I may upgrade my computer to windows 7 in the summer, perhaps then it will be possible for me to like this game.

UPDATE: I found a fix for the performance issues that 2D games tend to have on windows 8, it fixed the performance of all
games..... except this one. I'm sorry, but this game is just bad, avoid it.. only buy this if you absolutely love everything about
little witches. a didactic documentary (y). quot;This is an indie game but it doesn't look indie" I'm quoting myself here.

This game looks really good but fell pretty hard when it released. It had issues with the loading screens, visuals, audio, and other
bugs. What kept my interest is the story. I came to a point where the game was just unplayable for me so I waited patiently for
any announcements. News of a major update prompted me to play and stream it again after taking a break from it for six
months. There are alot of improvements to the game after the update. I just started a new game save but I'm already noticing
improvements that make the game much better.
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